All eyes on Commonwealth Games…

Proteas had hard battle for place
on ‘Road to the Isles’
By Alan Simmonds, Media Officer, Bowls South Africa
Two thousand years ago the road from England to Scotland
was a rough path. It was trodden mostly by warring tribes,
then armies, who flung themselves with zeal and steel against
fervent nationalist adversaries. It will be much the same when
Bowls South Africa’s Protea lawn bowlers take on the might of
their opponents at the XX Commonwealth Games in Glasgow
later this month.
The Road to the Isles has been no amble for five men and five
women who will proudly wear green and gold against the
world’s top players – Australia, New Zealand, the home countries and Malaysia will provide formidable adversaries. And it
has been slog, slog, slog for the 10 who carry the hopes of an
expectant bowls world and nation.
“Prince”: SETTING THE TONE: Prince Neluonde – First black indigenous African
But, armed with the memory of three gold medals at the 2010 to play bowls for SA
Games in New Delhi, India, the South Africa bowls sides are
you cannot represent your country. The road to that pinnacle is also a
shown plenty of respect – they deserve it.
tiresome exhausting process and could theoretically involve all SA’s 26
000 plus registered players in 20 districts.
Bowls in a sense is a lonely game. One stands to deliver a bowl with
only three things to consider – bias (direction), weight of shot (speed
Bowls ensures it is a clean sport. No drugs, smoking on greens, imof delivery) and distance (control). The rest is a mind battle – tactics,
proper social behaviour of any sort or violation of dress code are tolerpreparation and execution. Does it sound simple? Try it.
ated; bowlers’ ethics are self-imposed and rigorously and scrupulously
maintained.
Those who draw on the coveted shirt adorned with a Protea badge
have spent two years of assessments, trials and camps. They have
To indicate the dedication, skill and fitness levels (mental and physisent down thousands of deliveries under the scrutiny of dracocal) of the SA team, its five men and five women have outstanding
nian head coach Theuns Fraser (himself a veteran champion and
pedigrees; two men and four women remain from stamina sapping
international),the national selectors, Bowls SA president Allan Freeman
Delhi and all five women played – disappointingly it must be said, but
and a host of fellow bowlers, the latter the best armchair critics of any
in
adverse weather conditions on lightning fast greens -– in Adelaide
sport I have played.
at World Bowls in 2010; to me they have a great chance to use that
experience to do well.
Each Protea belongs to the elite Bowls SA Gold Squad; not in that,

GOLDEN TRIO: From left, Santjie Steyn,
Susan Nel, Tracy Lee-Botha, Commonwealth Games trips gold medalists,
Delhi 2010

MEDAL MAN: Bobby Donnelly
– seeking another Games gold

SA No 1: Gerry Baker – left-handed skill

As is the norm medals, gold best
of all, count. South have won 30
Games medals and lie fourth in the
overall table behind England (39),
Australia (36), New Zealand 35.

ALL STYLE: Tracy-Lee Botha
– pure talent

Says Bowls South Africa president,
Allan Freeman going to Glasgow
for meetings: “Bowls, especially internationally, takes the same guts,
concentration and skill as for any
code. The ferocity, intensity and
skill level at international bowls is
incredible; often millimetres decide
games.”

In the men’s side is history maker Mmboniseni (“Prince”) Neluonde of
Johannesburg - the first indigenous African to represent SA in SA bowls’
more than 130 years - cynics sneered and mouthed “window dressing”
when he debuted against Namibia last year.
But the slim, neat Bryanston Sports Club player impressed with skill
and composure. A bravura debut performance caused a veteran
Namibian skip to tell me afterwards: “He was unbelievable. Every time I
went to the mat his bowls were winking at me.”
Nevertheless, the slower greens at picturesque Kelvingrove Bowls
Centre and expected inclement weather will test Neluonde’s nerve and
resolve to the limit and he can expect media attention...
In the modern era, with international coaches successfully plying
their trade, there are no longer any “easy” games; the world’s best are
Commonwealth players and include several current world champions.
Eight golds are available across the men’s and women’s singles, pairs,
trips and fours; a round robin qualifying format preludes KO finals to
determine medal winners.
A short showcase of the players demonstrates their prowess:
• Successful businessman Gerry Baker, SA No 1, a gold medalist in
Delhi, five times SA Masters champion is back. A respected, experienced veteran international (Belgravia Bowling Club, Johannesburg),
he has a glittering trophy cabinet boasting silverware won domestically
and internationally. He hinted to me Glasgow could be his swan song,
so expect another medal.
• The Manchester 2002 Games singles champion, Bobby Donnelly (The
Wanderers, Johannesburg) again takes responsibility for that discipline.
A tall, brooding loner, equally on grass and on the blitz-fast indoor
carpet, he is a man all other stars fear.
• Prince Neluonde very new, but reached district final against all odds
and has worked hard to reach this level. Surely a role model for a host
of new bowlers from South Africa’s majority community?
• Rudi Jacobs (Heilbron, Southern Free State) a farmer, “lost to bowls”
for several years, has re-invented himself remarkably – is what is called
a “nagger” with consistent accuracy.
• Jason Evans (Belgravia) “the music man”, a superb “big game”

HARD MAN: Jason Evans
– good in “the tight”

SMOOTHY: Esmé Steyn lets one go

player on the green.
• Johannesburg’s Esmé Steyn,
winner of a host of national titles a
“bulldog” who never admits defeat.
Who can forget her triumph in
the national singles at Constantia,
Cape Town when she shrugged
off being shot-down three times
against a world champion?
• Susan Nel (Rustenburg), legal
secretary, dedicated mother, who
inspired a daughter to conquer illness, before returning to top bowls
and against showing her worth. A MASTERS CHAMP: Colleen Piketh
gold medalist from Delhi.
– much on her shoulders
Tracy-Lee Botha (Bedfordview CC,
Johannesburg, at 25 one of the world’s leading youngsters. Three-time
SA Masters champion already, a nursery school teacher, she too won
gold in India.
• Another gold winner in 2010,Santjie Steyn (Swellendam, Boland.
Afrikaans speaking, with a wry sense of humour, on the green she is a
tough, tough lady.
• Colleen Piketh (Bedfordview CC, Johannesburg), from a talented
bowling background, a schoolteacher, she is adept on grass and carpet;
has a mission in singles.
Integrated into the lawn bowls programme are two para-sport events
for the visually impaired and physically disabled; South Africa Disability
Bowls’ players hold world titles in both categories
On paper it looks promising; on the green, well, it takes all the attributes and some good fortune; we wish them all well.

Proteas for Glasgow
Men: Singles: Donnelly; pairs: Baker/Evans; trips: Donnelly/Jacobs, Neluonde; fours: Baker/Jacobs/Evans/Neluonde.
Women: singles: Piketh; pairs: Piketh/Botha; trips: Nel/Steyn
S/Steyn E; fours: Nel/Botha/Steyn S/Steyn E.
Non-travelling reserves: P Breitenbach (North West);
Sylvia Burns (WP).
Head Coach: Theuns Fraser; Assistant coach: Jessica Henderson.
Manager: Allan Freeman.
Disabled: Blind: B2/B3 Pairs: Gyndolene Nel (B2)/Hermanus
Scholtz (B3); directors Geoff Newcombe/Johanna van Rooyen
Disabled: B6/7/8 Trips: Derrick Lobban (B7)/Roger Hagerty (B6)/
Deon van der Vyver (B6)
Non-travelling reserves: Blind: Diana du Plessis (B2/Phillipus
Walker (B3); Directors: Desmond du Plessis/Lukas Janse van
Vuuren; disabled: Willem Viljoen (B8). Manager: Brian Sneag.

FARMER’S LAD: Rudi Jacobs, from the Free
State

Proteas prep for Glasgow
The Bowls SA sides for the 2014 XX Commonwealth Games in Scotland ended their three-match practice “tour” with a hard-fought
victory over a spirited Western Province side (all five women were
internationals) at Constantia, WP.

Women:
Singles: Colleen Piketh; pairs: Piketh/Tracy-Lee Botha; trips: Susan
Nel/ Santjie Steyn/Esmé Steyn; fours: Nel/Botha/Steyn S/Steyn E.
WP:

Watched by the president of BowlsSA, Allan Freeman and selectors, plus manager/coach Jessica Henderson, the tourists were
provided with greens similar to those expected – slower than usual;
also left uncut to simulate possible conditions.

Men:
Singles: Nic Rusling (Edgemead), Fours: Neels Kotze (Constantia)/
Theo van der Walt (Edgemead)/Eugene Ferreira (WPCC)/Schalk
Kotze (Old Oak); trips Kotze N, Van der Walt/Ferreira; pairs: Rusling/
Ferreira.

The Proteas won overall 8.5-3.5.
Proteas:
Men:
Singles: Bobby Donnelly; pairs: Gerry Baker/Jason Evans; trips:
Donnelly/Rudi Jacobs, Prince Neluonde; fours: Baker/Jacobs/Evans/
Neluonde.

Women:
Singles: Trish Young (WPCC), Fours: Cheryl Cox (Edgemead)/ Marina
Brink (Gordons Bay)/René Swanepoel (Durbanville)/Sylvia Burns
(Pinelands; trips: Cox/Brink/Young; pairs: Swanepoel/Burns.

From the president’s desk:

Well done to all who ensured nationals’ success
I attended the final practice for the Commonwealth Games
sides against a select Western Province team at lovely Constantia over the weekend June 21-22 and was delighted to watch
magnificent bowls from both. This was of great value to our
Games sides and, I am sure, beneficial to the hosts. I am, therefore, confident we will win medals; good bowling on behalf of
you all to our 10 Proteas.
The Specsavers Super 10 has aroused great interest nationwide.
Almost all the districts have completed their events; finals are in
Port Elizabeth on September 13/14 September; district winners
and runners-up compete. Feedback we have received indicates
the event is most popular - including our Proteas; I hear those
who missed out this year have indicated they will play next.
Although entries were again down on previous years, the men’s
and women’s Warwick Wealth/BowlsSA men’s and women’s national championships passed off successfully in Johannesburg

and Cape Town respectively and produced
two new singles winners, both of Sables
- Nici Neal and Morgan Muvhango.
Very well done to both of you; I am certain
your futures will be bright.
With the AGM not far off, it is hard to believe I have completed almost two years in
office. I have found it both enjoyable and challenging. My wife
and I are going to England to visit family from the middle of July
to August 21; I will attend the World Bowls Council meeting and
seminar and report to you on my return.
Best wishes and good health to all.
Allan Freeman
President, Bowls SA
June 2014

KZN U-19s draw to victory
At the Under-19 Development Tournament, unfancied Kwa-Zulu
Natal Country Bowls B side brilliantly took gold in a nerve-racking
final against Johannesburg Bowling Association at Maritzburg Collegians Bowling Club (HQ) , reports ANINA BLACK.
Playing steady bowls the champions led 9-4 on the 10th end, with
lead Flippie van Vreden drawing tight to the jack, while at the back
skip Duncan McKendrick showed great composure as skipped by
Brandon Wysoke, JBA gave it their all.
KZN Country Bowls eventually won 22-17 to the delight of their
supporters. In the prelims the B side won seven of their nine
games.

U-19 BEST PLAYER: Grant Melville (KZN) with
Fonny Meyeridicks, convenor NSCPD

Morgan re-writes the history books At Warwick/SABA men’s nationals
By Alan Simmonds, Media Officer, Bowls SA in Cape Town
Morgan Muvhango a 35-year-old green keeper from Discovery
Bowling Club in the platinum mining Sables district re-wrote the
record books, becoming the first indigenous black African to win a
national title in SA Bowls more than 100 years’ existence.
Afterward, arms raised in triumph, a beaming Muvhango, 35, a
bowler for 10 years and defeated gracious Protea Billy Radloff
(George, Eden Bowls) embraced to the delight of ahuge bank at
WPCC, Cape Town (HQ).
With the flip cards reading 21-18 (22 thrilling ends in a stiff 25km/hr
north-west wind ) scores of spectators rushed to congratulate the
quietly spoken, modest Muvhango, whose speckled bowls tormented all his opponents during a week’s torrid competition, sometimes
under trying conditions of wind, rain and extreme heat, with a
superb all-round drawing performance.
Muvhango immediately praised his mentor, SA international Theuns
Fraser (now SA head coach) who introduced him
to the game when they were at Florida BC, Johannesburg. “He rang me this morning to wish me
luck; it worked, he said with a shy chuckle,” as he
and Radloff posed for photographers.

ALLSTYLE: Morgan Muvhango demonstrates his awesome drawing skills

Earlier, at a chilly 8am, Muvhango had outlasted
exciting home club man Joel Roëbert 21-18 in
a gripping semi-final. Both drew magnificently
- Muvhango just edging an able opponent.
There was never much between the finalists, but
more experienced Radloff, however, appeared to
be “holding on” rather than dominating and the
PALS: Billy Radloff and champion Morgan
MEDAL MAN: Smiles all round as Singles
Muvhango after the Singles final
champion Morgan Muvhango accepts the
champion, doggedly using sound percentage
spoils from Bill Kilbride of Warwick Wealth
singles technique - playing one side of the rink up
in all departments for
and down - seemed unfazed, even when Radloff
a gallant SANDF side
drove to advantage on the 11th end to lead 14-12 and when Muwho met as a team only hours before the event began. It was catchvhango had lain game on the penultimate end, to get back to 20-18.
up all the time for the military lads – a five, dropped to go 19-10
Said Radloff : “He’s a good one; it was tricky out there. But all credit,
down on the 15th end, spelled doom.
he managed to keep line and length a little better than I today.”
Always behind the awesome drawing power of the winners’ front
BowlsSA president Allan Freeman, who watched the final with
rank of lead Martin Lewis (he was best of all the event’s front rankers
executive member Rob Forbes, said: “Big day for the country; bowls
for the week) and accurate Allen Rowe, plus immaculate control
again proves it is a game for all.”
from experienced, excellent third Des Day, nevertheless Gary Roach,
Ghanie Pick, Enricko Lombard and Jaco Koegelenberg refused to
The fours title went to a well-orchestrated Bedford view, JBA, quarsubmit until at 26-10 on the 19th end they called it quits.
tet that simply played the best bowls of everyone all week.
Skipped by amiable, amazing Protea Duane Abrahams, a winner of
two district titles this season, the Guateng side proved too strong
Left: ALL KNEEL: Protea
Nici Neal – SA Singles
champion

Right: WP POWER: Convenor of the highly successful
Warwick Wealth/BowlsSA
Men’s National Championships and president of
WPBA, Doreen de Power,
flanked by the SA Men’s
Pairs champions from
WPCC, Robin Gibbs, left
and Joel Roëbert

Abrahams, almost chain-smoking (yes, he was 2m behind the bank)
was cool and collected; his big shots counted when required.

The pairs was an all-local affair with back-to-back WP Masters
Singles champion Roëbert back to advantage with an eye-catching
Robin Gibbs (WPCC, WP), beating a game Tony van der Poel/David
Pillay (Milnerton, WP) 24-16 - who played amazingly in their semi-final to beat Gerry Baker/Kepler Wessels (Belgravia), when on an extra
end Van de Poel clipped out Baker’s shot near the edge with the jack
in the ditch - the runners-up unable to overcome being 11-0 down
after three ends.
The Senior Singles saw slick SA selector and Protea Allan Gordon
(Randburg, JBA) recover from behind against a dogged, accurate
opponent in Geoff Gowar (Walmer, EP) twice lying game to triumph
21-9 in 22 gripping ends. Gowar and Jorge Rodrigues had also shone
in the pairs.
Brilliant work at WPCC from long hours scoring “slave” Jenny Phillips,
administrative/technical officials and greenkeepers; incredible catering under the baton of former world champion Trish Steyn, herself
a master chef, and hard work from all the markers, umpires and
flip-board personnel who gave of their time to ensure a memorable
national tournament on superb greens.

Two in a row for Elma
and Jenny at women’s
At The Wanderers in Johannesburg, Elma Davis, the hottest woman
skip in South Africa, took Maureen Muller, Arlene Bosse, Jenny Raymond, George, Eden Bowls, to a resounding victory in the Fours at

FOURS DELIGHT: From left: the champions Bedfordview’s Martin Lewis, Allen Row, Des Day
and skip, Duane Abrahams

SA National Championships with a crushing
30-13 victory over Linda
van den Berg (Tracy Herrington, Dawn Vosloo,
Dianne Smith, Belgravia,
JBA).
For Davis it was two
SA Fours in a row to
go with her 2014 All
Cape triumph and a
bronze medal in the SA
Masters; she is without
doubt hoping for higher
honours.

GOLD AGAIN: George BC’s Jenny Raymond,
Arlene Bosse, Elma Davis, Maureen Muller
with Warwick’s regional manager, Guy
Coleman

And it was also two in a row for Jennifer Smith (Linden, JBA) in the
Senior Singles. Last year she was with Bryanston, but the move
made no difference to the result as she swept to a 21-18 victory over
Jean Joyce (Roosevelt Park, JBA).
The blue riband Open Singles saw a game Nannette Roos (Dundee,
KZN) go down 21-7 to Protea Nici Neal (Leases, Discovery, Sables),
while in the pairs come-back kid international Rika Lynn/Ute Smith
(Discovery) scored a resounding 28-13 over Susan Nel/Anette de
Wet( Rustenburg) in an all Sables final.
In spite of little information emanating from HQ, reports are the
event proceeded smoothly and the greens proved most satisfactory.

WP AFFAIR: Left, runners-up Tony van der Poel/
David Pillay (Milnerton) with champions Joel
Roëbert/Robin Gibbs (WPCC)

SENIOR POWER: Allan Gordon (JBA) and
Geoff Gowar (EP) after the Senior Singles
won 21-19 by the Randburg man

Pictures of men’s nationals by: Phillip Lancaster, Noel Solomons, Ian Wares

the Warwick Wealth/Bowls-

What is a Warwick Platinum Award?
A Warwick Platinum Client will not pay to play bowls in their life time.
To qualify a client must, with Warwick Wealth:

1.

Invest R500 000

2.

Take out a R500 pm short term insurance policy

3.

Have a R500 000 estate value will

If the client has all three Warwick will pay (capped at R1200):

1.

Club membership fees,

2.

Bowls South Africa affiliation fees

Tournament venues for 2015
BowlsSA have allocated events for 2015 as indicated: clubs required for inspection are indicated as:

-

Warwick: Bowls SA Masters.

Johannesburg Bowls

Allocated

-

Perfect Delivery: Bowls SA Open Inter-Dist

Port Natal Bowls

6

-

Perfect Delivery: Bowls SA Senior Inter-Dist

Eden Bowls

6

-

Bowls SA: “B” Inter-Dist

Bowls Gauteng North

6

-

Warwick: Bowls SA Under 25 Inter-Dist

Southern Free State

4

-

Bowls SA: Under 19 Development

Southern Free State

4

-

Warwick: Bowls SA Women’s Nationals

Eastern Province

4

-

Warwick: Bowls SA Men’s Nationals

Ekurhuleni Bowls

4

-

Bowls SA: Mixed Pairs

Boland Bowls

2

-

SpecSavers: Bowls SA Pro 10 Pairs

Johannesburg Bowls

4

Grass clippings: If your green needs help – turn to kelp!
A greenkeeper (GKP) must ensure grass growth exceeds the rate at
which it is destroyed by the passage of machinery and player traffic.
As the latter varies from club to club, so the stimulation required also
varies.
While many GKPs prefer to err on the positive side, excessive stimulation might result in an overgrowth of mat; thatch formation being
countered only through regular and vigorous “thinning” of that mat.
Under-stimulation, however, leaves areas of sparse growth - especially in the mat area where traffic is heaviest.
The stimulant most used to maintain growth is nitrogen - an integral
part of any fertiliser programme.
But excessive nitrogen application creates other problems - excessive aerial shoot growth, higher disease incidence and reduced
carbohydrate reserves, so a good case could be made for the use of
alternative stimulants with a concomitant
reduction in nitrogen – seaweed comes to mind; more especially
– kelp.
Seaweed
Seaweed is a broad term used to describe the many marine plants
and algae that live in the world’s waters. They do have specific
characteristics. Whether they are microscopic organisms or massive structures metres long they possess different internal structures
from land-dwelling plants. Seaweeds may or may not have roots, but
when they do the roots (“holdfasts“) are solely to anchor the plant to
an underwater surface rather than to absorb nutrients as seaweeds
absorb nutrients through their leaves.
Seaweed is classed as a soil conditioner in gardening talk, but its
benefits are so extensive it should be given top billing when discussing the care of soil and growing of plants as it contains more than 60
minerals and trace elements, plus bio-stimulants.
Kelp is actually a sub-group of seaweed, also the largest form. It can
be so large and complex it forms massive underwater forests - home
to countless forms of marine life.
Kelp
Kelp comes in varying forms. Bull kelp grows worldwide along
coastal fronts; in some places a single strand of bull kelp lives for 10
years and reaches almost 45m in length. Bladder kelp can be even
larger, with strands reaching 50m and weighing many kilos. Other
forms of kelp tend to be smaller—common kelp and Asian kelp average between 1–2m.
Kelp is produced in the ocean and is totally organic. Loaded with the
elements of nitrogen, phosphorous, sulphur, and potassium, it will
strengthen the soil, these nutrients, allowing the grass plant to become more hearty and healthy. The organic substance increases the
capacity of the grass to withstand the outdoor elements and lower
its vulnerability to disease and attack from insects.
Kelp fertiliser can come in different forms:
Kelp meal is used as a soil conditioner. To become a meal, the seaweed is dried rapidly at a low heat to sustain proper moisture level
for vitamin and amino acid consistency.
Kelp powder, another fertiliser, is made from a dehydrated seaweed
extract. The powder may be used as a fertiliser when mixed with
water.

Kelp also contains a certain amount of sugar which becomes available for absorption in the root zone at times when the grass plant
was battling to produce its own carbohydrate.
With these nutrients available, kelp fertiliser acts as an agent which
slows the ageing process, permitting plants to live longer. Additionally, it helps increase mineral uptake from soil into the plants’ leaves.
Apart from helping the grass plant to grow, kelp’s high levels of
sugar and other micro-nutrients nourish micro-organisms in the soil.
These improve the quality of the soil, allowing it to retain more water. They also help to protect plants from disease and play an active
role in breaking down organic matter, in the process, releasing more
nutrients into the soil. The immediate benefit obtained from kelp can
be attributed to the release of auxins, cytokinins and gibberellins.
These growth hormones, required in small quantities, are essential
for cell division and elongation - basic functions of plant growth.
Certain seaweeds have been found to contain cancer-fighting and
anti-microbial agents; also anti-inflammatory properties. Some have
practical uses – kelp strands are so strong and durable, traditionally
they have used to make everything from bags for food storage to
canoes.
Soil organic matter and associated soil algae, bacteria and fungi also
play an important role in soil fertility and plant nutrient uptake. The
application of kelp meal acts as a soil conditioner, stimulating microbial activity. Good soil structure improves aeration and available
moisture and makes soil more workable. The repeated use of kelp
meal helps maintain soil fertility and structure otherwise depleted.
The ability of kelp meal to supply readily available nutrients and soil
conditioning properties make it a valuable addition to any fertiliser
mix.
Soil Texture
In clay areas kelp can act as a “floculator” to break down the heavy
soil into a friable, crumbly structure which will, in time, produce a
vastly improved growing medium; in sandy soils kelp adds to humus
and nutrient levels. Adding seaweed to the root zone mix of a green
alleviates many problems, such as take-all patch and nematode
discolouration inherent in a high sand content because of lack of a
healthy microbial/bacterial population. Moreover, seaweed increases
drought resistance
Note: It has been established that the presence of sugar (CHO) in
the root zone will induce nematodes to “eat” the sugar in the soil
rather than look for it in a grass plant.
Weak and Bare Areas
One big advantage of kelp is its use on a weak or bare area where

the application of nitrogen to stimulate growth would only aggravate stress on the few remaining leaves and hasten the depletion of
carbohydrate reserves in the plant
Another advantage of kelp is that while it stimulates growth in such
an area, it also supplies its own nutrients which become available in
the root zone.
Application of Kelp
On established greens, it is much more difficult to introduce
seaweed into the root zone. This is where operations such as forking, hollow coring and, verti-draining will allow the granules to be
spread and then worked into the holes.
Fine ground seaweed meal should not be used on such surfaces, as
the granules can be picked up by mowers and also hold too much
surface moisture. The ideal time to apply ground seaweed is in the
spring, immediately after scarifying, followed by topdressing.
For the remainder of the growing season, liquid seaweed is the best
option - an excellent foliar feed to be combined with other nutrients.
If used regularly kelp is one of the main reasons for not having to
apply fungicide to a green.

underlying reasons that caused the problem.
In South Africa kelp emulsion is probably the vehicle of choice to
be used on a bowling green. The powder is, however, not easily
obtained.
There are many well-known brands of kelp available eg kelp, Seagrow, seaweed emulsion
Kelp in management Programme
A standard bowling green at a club with a high traffic count would
require 53-55kg of pure nitrogen/year i.e. 250kg of ammonium sulphate. At these levels the symptoms of excessive nitrogen application can become visible.
By applying kelp and reducing the nitrogen a GKP is able to obtain
the benefits of growth stimulation without running a risk of having
applied too much nitrogen.
If a GKP had to reduce the level of nitrogen application to the equivalent of 150kg of ammonium sulphate - 33-35kg of pure nitrogen/
year and applied 1l of a kelp emulsion/month he would still have the
benefits of the nutrient value of nitrogen and rely on growth stimulation to come from the kelp – a much sounder journey to travel.

Calcified seaweed - ground up – is excellent for use on acid or
“thatchy” wet surfaces. It raises the pH and helps to dry out the turf,
but only as part of a structured maintenance plan designed to rectify

First timer wins women’s disabled singles title
The South African National Championship for disabled bowlers
held in Durban proved highly successful Played at Northlands
Club (HQ), Durban and Sherwood, entries totalled 37 bowlers with
physical disabilities and 56 visually impaired bowlers, writes Brian
Sneag.

Gwen Nel (EP); Men: Gamit Fortune (WP) Steven Coleman (WP),
Jaco van Straaten (Mpumalanga)
B3/4 Women:
Princess Schroeder (WP), Jennifer Lloyd (WP), May Homer
(Sables); Men: Herman Scholtz (Gauteng N), Eben Fourie
(Mpumalanga), Flippie Walker (Gauteng N)

The visually impaired bowlers were accompanied and assisted
by their sighted directors. Unfortunately five physically disabled
bowlers withdrew for a mixture of health, financial and family
reasons, leaving a total of 144 who participated.

B1 Pairs: Kruger/Lena Steyn (S Free State), Smith/Summersgill
(Sables), Van der Merwe/Steyn

The women’s singles title was won by first-time participant Desiree
Levin - well done.

B2 Pairs: Dianne Duplessis/Coleman (WP), Glen Emslie/Nel
(EP), Cronje-Roetz/Jenny Farrow (P Natal)

Thanks to a generous sponsorship from NLDTF we were able to
invite eight visually impaired novice bowlers with their directors
to participate in a novices’ competition this year. For them it was a
truly memorable occasion and they eagerly await 2015 Nationals.

B3/4 Pairs: Lloyd/Roy Peters (WP) Fourie/Van Straaten ,
Scholtz/Walker

The physically disabled section welcomed seven first time participants, each of whom enjoyed a wonderful week.
The tournament was a wonderful celebration of excellent bowling,
great sportsmanship, camaraderie and wonderful Durban hospitality.

Winners: (bronze to gold)
Visually impaired
B1 Women:
Deidre Buller (Border), Tracy Smith (Sables), Beppie Suumersgill (Sables; Men: Derek Carter (Sables), Jan van der Merwe
(Gauteng N), Michiel Kruger (S Free State)
B2 Women:
Dianne Duplessis ( Free State), Corrie Cronje-Roetz (KZN),

Blind Bowlers from Sables won the NABB team Trophy
Physically Disabled B6-B8
Mixed Pairs: Jakes Jacobs/Brian Jarvis (S Free State), Derrick
Lobban/Roger Haggerty (C Gauteng), Wimpie Viljoen/Eddie
van der Heiden (N Cape/N West);
Women:
Singles: Jill Pearson (WR), Annetjie Meyer
Desire Levin (C Gauteng)

(Mpumalanga),

B5/6 Men:
Singles: Deon van der Vyver (Border), Ashley McIntyre (P Natal), R Haggerty
B7/8 Men:
Singles: Jarvis, Tobie Botha (Gauteng N) W Viljoen (N West).

Bowls SA Roundup
Bowls SA AGM on Saturday, Aug 30
The Bowls SA Annual Meeting is on Saturday, August 30, at Edenvale BC from 11am. No more than two delegates per district may
attend. Districts should forward their delegates’ names to Joyce
Henderson, on or before August 11. Relevant papers have been
posted to district officers under separate cover. Kindly inform the
BowlsSA office by Monday, August 4 should the following have not
arrived: Notice convening the meeting together with the agenda:
Annual Report; financial statements as at March 31, 2014; budget
2015-16; budget review 2014-15; events calendar ’15; copy of ‘13
AGM minutes, AGM voting strengths. The nominations and CVs of
candidates’ standing for election in terms of clause 5.3.2.3 of the
constitution have been received and are on file. The current executive has been nominated for office and is unopposed; no voting
process, therefore, will take place. Edenvale BC is at the corner of
11th Street & 6th Ave, Edenvale.
Standing committees’ revue
Bowls SA’s executive have standing national committees (NSC) on
their agenda for this year and to assist them with the process it
would be appreciated if districts would nominate suitable persons
to serve; a one-page CV should could accompany each nomination. Existing members of NSCs will automatically be reconsidered
and should not submit an up-dated CV. If any existing member
wishes not be considered they should inform Bowls SA on or
before the closing date of July 31. The Bowls SA executive is sole
arbitrator regarding appointments to academy, selectors (men and
women), coaches, disability, greenkeepers and technical officials
NSCs.

JUST ENOUGH COOKS!: Superb catering was dished up by head
chef Trish Steyn, centre, and her team of culinary maestros at
HQ, WPCC during the Warwick Wealth/BowlsSA Men’s National
Championships. Teas and lunches were of the highest order and
service magnificent

laws to be approved at the World Bowls Biennial Council Meeting
in Glasgow on August 2 after national authorities have had their
final say.: Law 37.1.9: 37.1.9 Skips can, at any time, delegate their
own powers and any of their own duties to any other members
of the team as long as they tell the opposing skip immediately ...
watch this space.
Inside Bowls a MUST read for all
Editor David Allen’s magnificent Australian on-line bowls magazine Inside Bowls is available free on-line to everyone. It is now the
official magazine of World Bowls - a contract for two years
First club call

National camp date change
The national camp to which 64 candidates will be invited to
compete for places on the Gold Squad has been postponed until
September 19-21 at a venue to be advised. Names of selectees will
be published after the zone camps. The change of date is to allow
for current Gold Squad members to attend the national c amp
after the Commonwealth Games and provide sufficient time for
the national selectors to consider their options.
Tournament venues for 2015
BowlsSA advises the following venues have been confirmed for
2015 national tournaments after inspections conducted by the
National Standing Committee: Greens:
Warwick/BowlsSA Masters: The Wanderers (JBA); Perfect Delivery/BowlsSA Open Interdistrict Championships Park Hill (P
Natal); Stella Park, Durban, Westville; Perfect Delivery/BowlsSA
Senior Interdistrict Championships: George (Eden), Outeniqua,
Oudtshoorn. (Men) 4 greens; BowlsSA B Interdistrict Championships: Wingate Park (Gauteng N), Irene, Meyerspark, Vriendekring;
Warwick/BowlsSA U-25 Interdistrict Championships: Bloemfontein
Municipal (S Free State); BowlsSA U-19 Development Tournament:
Orangia (S Free State)

Members of more than one club within a district must annually, at
the beginning of each district financial year nominate their ‘first
call club’. Members of more than one club who wish to change
their ‘first call club’ during a financial year should in writing, via the
new club, re-nominate their ‘first call club’ to be entitled to compete in the balance of the years district competitions. A waiting
period of 30 days from the notification of change applies before a
member is entitled to compete in any district event in which they
have already participated. Bowlers wishing to represent a second
call club at the national championships may do so provided that
they provide the tournament committee with written permission
from their first call club.
What is a novice?
The Bowls SA executive have declared a bona fide member of a
club affiliated to Bowls South Africa, having been registered as a
member with any national bowling association for not more than
three (3) years at the date of the commencement of the specific
event, is considered a novice. Any bowler having won a national,
provincial, district or club Singles Championship shall not be
eligible to be viewed as a novice.
Affiliation fees for 2014 from:
July R8,50; August R72,90; September R58,30; October R43,75;
November R29,25; December R14,60.

Laws re-visited
The Laws Committee of World Bowls has suggested changes to the
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